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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses the use of a script to present an informative web-based platform as a design process for achieving net zero site energy projects. The script can collect,
connect, and integrate data from utilities, solar panels for
electricity and hot-water heating systems with financial
incentives. Technical information can provide solutions
for understanding the design, performance, and cost of
renewable-energy, but generally do not engage or inspire
experimentation. Dense data and calculation methods
provide results but can require more work to prepare, layout, and integrate the information for quick access. The
use of publicly available application interfaces, scripts,
and interactive on-line graphics provides an easy to understand visual method for photovoltaic design. The work
uses computational algorithms that calculate solar array
size, payback period, and installation cost based on simple building design parameters. Designers, engineers, and
researchers may use this process for achieving net zero
site energy design and the sizing of a solar panel system. The results can be useful for design performance
modeling. The technical information and simple graphics
can improve awareness about the use of solar panels for
electricity and water heating systems. Graphical information, rapid feedback and convenient display can remove
the need to prepare data by a designer, engineer, developer
or a researcher. The work promotes an active experience
for anyone to participate in the development of achieving
net zero site energy projects.

with the stakeholder. The process, production, assembly,
results, and the presentation of it are composed separately,
consumed and consolidated in a non-linear format without connectivity between the parts. This neglects the opportunity for interaction and simulation experience building on the data, process, calculations, and results. There
does not exist a platform for aggregating standard photovoltaic simulation data, utility rates, incentives, and the
opportunity for a reasonable payback time with feedback
in a learning context. The use of a web-based platform
that integrates and simulates with full interactive control
is uncertain and risky. It allows for interaction that can
rapidly build simulation experience from particular parametric and numerical input that processes and presents
new information for consideration. There is a risk in the
consideration of the integrity, and the story that this platform presents and handles its use and display of information, relative markers, variable control, simulation experience, time, input, simulation, calculations and results.
Net Zero Site Energy and Photovoltaics
The script, Net Zero Site Energy Design and Incentives
(NZSEDI) is assists stakeholders in their goal to achieve
a net zero site energy projects using photovoltaic for the
generation of electricity for energy and hot water with
consideration for financial incentives. The system serves
to inspire interest in early net-zero building design for
many different stakeholders such as students, researchers,
architects, engineers, and developers.

INTRODUCTION

Diagram

The preparation of simulation data and graphic material
for a proposal can help the stakeholder to decide whether
their new building project will feature a roof photovoltaic
panel for electricity generation and heating water. The
work matches disparate pieces of information and calculations to provide a solution for the system, costs, and installation specifications. Documentation may contain a sparse
collection of chart and graph data. The process can lack a
compelling story that integrates information without any
in-built interaction. It is far removed from any iteration

The graphic process for a net zero site-energy design
project consist of work that focuses on the site and building energy demand and the use of renewable-energy generation (Fig. 4). Lowering building energy demand to its
lowest level is paramount. This can be done with daylight
lighting controls, space configuration and planning, low
interior space mobility, high-performance HVAC systems
and envelope, and passive design strategies. A strategy
for energy optimization and space utilization, reductions
in electric lighting and occupant’s transport energy, ther-
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mal radiant surfaces, higher performing wall cavity insulation and control of solar heat gain and glare that can aid
the project team’s goal of lowering building energy-use to
where the generation of renewable energy is as much as
the best effort to lower building energy use. The available roof area for renewable-energy generation is a useful basis for establishing the target and providing enough
to meet building energy demand. Photovoltaic panel design is central to the NZSEDI script. The two types that
this project focus on with simulation is solar panels for
electricity generation and powering hot-water heater. The
driver for the design of the system is dependent on location, performance, geometry and environment. These
are variables that are part of the stakeholder’s decisionmaking process. The system can provide a quick calculation for the finance of the system with the use of incentives
from utilities, state, and federal sources. The objective is
to reduce the years to payback for the system as much as
possible.
The use of photovoltaic systems as a water-heating solution makes sense when the following conditions can be a
part of the system design:
1. Generated DC power is fed into an electric-powered
water tank heater requiring no DC to AC conversion.
2. There is an expected higher efficiency of energy use
in heating an electric water tank heater than resistance coils.
3. Electricity can be switched quickly from hot-water
heating to another use.
4. The solar panel provides higher-quality energy instead of direct consumption of electricity that is converted to low-grade heat.
Access and Use
Any process or tool that is available to the stakeholder
and helps them take decisions must ask of how they will
respond to the display of live information and graphics.
The project aims to inspire and improve the stakeholder’s
awareness of its usefulness early in the design process of
their building projects. The use of a tool can be simple
and on-line and use web services to provide quick energy
data. A visual metaphor is required for fast evaluation
of photographic system design with cost implication and
opportunity for the system to pay for itself. The work
should be useful for new construction as well as retrofits
and provides a process for speculative consideration from
simple input and parametric control.
Information Collection
The real-world problem related to the consideration of
photovoltaic systems with a reasonable financial case does
not yet have a platform that integrates data from multiple

Figure 1: Relative Marker: CO2 Emissions Saved
sources. The type of services that can be part of a simple
tool can be a photovoltaic simulator, utility rates, energy
incentives and live feedback. These services can drive a
multi-layered web-tool that functions at many levels of
service. It can educate and raise awareness of how energy
generation can support the design of better buildings that
use less energy and produce less green-house gases.
Relative Markers
NZSEDI uses a system of symbols and a calculation engine for benchmarking the performance of the solar panel
system design. This symbol and calculation engine provides the stakeholder with relative markers of their environment impact of their decision taking actions. The
first marker reports on carbon dioxide emissions saved in
tons. NZSEDI calculates the amount of carbon dioxide
that can be produced from the average car that releases
a ton of carbon dioxide with a weight of 2000 pounds
(Eq. 1). NZSEDI calculates the annual AC power generation from the photovoltaic system from the PVWatts
simulation. NZSEDI shows the relative marker as an image combined with live calculated data (Fig. 1). After the
amount of carbon dioxide produced from one average car,
NZSEDI calculates the amount of miles that would have
been driven (Eq. 2). The calculation assumes that the average car can achieve 21 miles per gallon fuel economy
and that every 152 miles can emit a ton of carbon dioxide.
NZSEDI shows another relative marker for the car combined with miles driven each year calculation (Fig. 2).
The last marker reuses the calculation of carbon dioxide
production from (Eq. 1) so that it can calculate the basis for the number of tree planted yearly and its relative
marker(Eq. 3)(Fig.2).
1.06ton
/2000lb )
(1)
CO2 = ((kW hAC /1000) ·
1kW h
Car Miles Driven = CO2 · 152

(2)

Trees Planted = CO2 · 5

(3)

Calculation and Results
The dilemma for developing performance measures for a
building rooftop photovoltaic system requires knowledge
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put generation from the installation based on location and
system information. The display does not show graphs of
PV output or any other graphic content. It provides a link
to find a local installer. There is not a facility for interactive simulation or without stepping back through web
pages to change the data.
Figure 2: Left Relative Marker: Average Car Miles
Driven; Right Relative Marker: Trees Planted Annually

of the system installation. It must have adequate building
rooftop area available for them. There should be a notion
of how to size the system so that it can generate enough
energy to offset the building energy demand. The system
should consider how stakeholders finance this vital part
that will mostly determine if the building can become net
zero. The project considers how to make use of web application and programming languages. It re-thinks how
these services can become an interface to data to inform
the decision-making process.

PAST WORK
The type of calculators providing photovoltaic system design, incentives, and cost are available in three typical formats such as online sequence of pages, focused detail design package or report. The calculations are quick and in
one, there is a much fine grain control over system design
with placement of modules and invertors. The simplest
provides a report but there is no facility for simulation or
change of input values and interaction. A common issue
is in how these tools aggregate data in a graphic format.
There is often not a mechanism to offer multiple layers
of information where it facilitates educates through interaction. The tools do not re-think the simulation results
as tool and graphic proposal at the same time. In all the
example types, there is not a single screen or all at once
display of the input, design, and simulation data or feedback.
NREL PVWATTS
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) provides ‘PVWATTs Calculator’ which is an online calculator with the capability to estimate the energy production
and cost of energy for residential and small commercial
grid-connected photovoltaic systems (NREL 2016) in the
early design phase. It can provide a detailed estimate of
the performance simulation of an installation. The application is a sequence of web pages that step one through
a sequence of layered requests for address information,
weather data and system information. There is a facility
to customize the system through the use of simple drawing tools and a map. It connects to the DSIRE database
for data pertaining to available incentives for a given location. The experience ends with a table and report of out-

Helioscope
Folsom Labs provides ‘Helioscope’ as a solar design software that provides energy output with the capacity to
model complex arrays (Folsom Labs 2016). It uses a
map overlay and draw interface to design a photovoltaic
system, including detail for the display of module and
inverter components, with control over orientation, row
spacing. The web-driven application accepts input as a
sequence of windows for the setup of a project with specific location, satellite map overlay, and design options
for various mechanical layouts. The level of detail allows
for module orientation, azimuth, and design control over
module and row spacing. There are additional controls
for the electrical system development, including wiring
diagram and invertor location. A final segment allows
for a weather file and other parameters such as shading
control. The simulation portion of the software calculates
and displays a report with monthly output bar graph, system loss charts, annual production tables and condition
settings. The product provides project level data for electrical output, component data for the design.
Solar Estimate Calculator
Solar Estimate delivers set of calculators for photovoltaic
panel system sizing, cost, rebates, return and payback period, and suggestions for installers (Solar Estimate 2016).
The solar calculator requires input for site address, utility location, residential or commerical project and typical
electric bill cost. There is an additional page for contact
information. The calculator provides a final page with reporting on system size, annual output, system cost, incentives, net cost after rebates and incentives, payback time,
and internal rate of return on investment. If there are installers that have their service area input into the calculator then the system will send their information via an
email.

SIMULATION
The variables for location, system capacity, azimuth, tilt,
array type, module type, losses, and climate data from the
stakeholder’s design are embedded in a web address url
that NZSEDI sends to NREL’s PVWatts simulation service. NZSEDI receives data about the station location,
elevation, solar resources, and monthly dc output. The
monthly dc output is displayed by NZSEDI as a graph
that can be scaled to fit the data (Fig. 3).
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information found in the Database of State Incentives for
Renewables and Efficiency (DSIRE) (NREL 2014a). The
service accepts a web URL request and returns all available incentives or from a specific category or technology,
using DSIRE’s database (NREL 2014a). NZSEDI can
send a request to receive information for utility, state, and
federal incentives for the solar technology and the category for use of solar photovoltaics and solar water heating
systems.
The integration of services arranges solar data, solar panel
electricity production, utility service rates and energy incentives in the NZSEDI interface (Fig. 5).
Figure 3: NZSEDI Direct Current Output of PV Design
Data
Solar data for a given location can be provided by another
service from NREL. The Solar Resource Data from
NREL provides direct normal irradiance, average global
horizontal irradiance, and tilt for a specific location
(NREL 2014c). NZSEDI requests this data from a
selection of any state in the United States. The received
data is parsed and reconstructed as part of the information
that forms part of the request web URL that it can use for
NREL’s PVWatts web application service.
In late 2014, NREL develops a web application that can
estimate electricity production of small grid connected
residential and commercial photovoltaic system using
few simple inputs (NREL 2014b). The service accepts a
web request which returns simulation data from PVWatts.
The initial request can contain specific information for a
photovoltaic system. The input data contains a description for the geographic location for installation, system
capacity, module type, losses, array type, tilt, azimuth,
and climate data set such as Typical Meteorological Year
Version 2 or 3. NZSEDI gathers the location from the
selected US state for each simulation run.
NREL provides utility rate service available that can be
accessed from a simple URL command (NREL 2014d).
The service uses a similar web request that can contain
a geographic location. The information from the service
contains utility rates for residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors in average utility rate $/kWh and the
local utility name for specific location (NREL 2014d).
NZSEDI will send the same geographic information from
a selection of any state in the United States to NREL’s
utility rate service. NREL can return information in the
form of text that NZSEDI receives and parses.
Energy Incentives is a service that NREL provides from

Script
The script for NZSEDI is constructed from the interaction
of HTML and JavScript libraries for drop-down selection
of states in the United States and another for graphics
and interaction. The html page calls for resources and
the environment for the web platform. A style sheet sets
the selection of fonts and background color of the main
application canvas. A simple set of code allows for all the
states from the United States for display in a drop-down.
The selection will collect the state key name contains
the actual value which contains the name “New York”
selected by the stakeholder. The state value is passed
to JavaScript for processing in gathering latitude and
longitude, which can be useful by NZSEDI when it sends
a web code to receive simulation data, incentive data,
utility service, and solar data.
The main body of NZSEDi is written in a JavaScript library called p5.js (Processing Foundation and New York
University ITP 2014). The organization of the script uses
a standard format of notes for phase development, variable creation, environment colors and fonts, sliders, input
boxes, and loading of images. The next sequence partitions the interface for simulation data and display of data.
A smaller section establishes calculation engines for photovoltaic system size based on available roof area. Another calculation engine establishes a formula for payback
calculations using a energy inflation rate. The simulation
section parses data from NREL’s PVWATTS to create a
PV system output graph. A middle section collects data
from NREL’s Energy Incentives service from the use of a
JSON file that it parses and displays relevant information
for a given state selection in the United States by a stakeholder. Code is written to count each unique solar panel
and hot-water incentive that are parsed from the service.
A final calculation engine takes into account the energy
generation of the photovoltaic system to create relational
markers for tons of carbon dioxide savings, miles driven
annually by a standard 21 miles-per-gallon fuel economy
vehicle, and the number of trees planted yearly.
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Figure 4: NZSEDI Graphic Process

Figure 5: NZSEDI composite service aggregation
Inputs
When NZSEDI first launches, there is a simple input box
(Fig. 6). After this initial action, the stakeholder enters

data into NZSEDI from direct keyboard text or by sliding
parametric values (Fig. 5). From the left side of the input
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Table 3: NZSEDI Array Type Selection
Slider Input
Default
Fixed Open Rack
0
Fixed - Roof Mounted 1
Single Axis
2

Figure 6: NZSEDI start screen search drop-down and activation rectangle
Table 1: NZSEDI photovoltaic system slider inputs
Slider Input
Start End
Default
Azimuth (Deg)
0
180
180
Tilt (Deg)
0
90
40
System Capacity (kW) 0
500,000 5,000
Array Type
0
2
1
Losses (%)
-5
99
10

display, there are sliders for design of the photovoltaic
system (Fig. 5)(Table 1). The stakeholder sizes the solar
panel system for electricity generation and hot water
to offset building energy demand for their project (Fig.
5)(Table 2).
NZSEDI communicates with PVWatts using a web request code. The web request is a URL address that is sent
to the utility rate service application programming interface from NREL. The statement contains the actual web
address and the project latitude and longitude information
from NZSEDI.
PV System
Stakeholders can define the photovoltaic system within
NZSEDI input sliders for system size, module type, array type, tilt and azimuth angles (Fig. 5). NZSEDI calculates solar panels for electricity and hot-water heating
separately. The author assumes that this can provide the
calculation engine in NZSEDI more accurate system size
with minimal impact for cost. The system size is based on
the calculation of kW(DC) from the available roof area
and module efficiency for the project (Fig. 5)(Eq. 4).
Table 2: NZSEDI photovoltaic system design key inputs
Keyboard Input
Default
PV Roof Area (sf)
1500
EfficiencyPV (%)
16
Solar Thermal (sf)
750
EfficiencySolarT hermal (%) 16

NZSEDI calculates the solar thermal photovoltaic system
for the kW(DC) similarly to the panels for electricity generation (Fig. 5)(Eq. 5). NZSEDI displays relative markers
for system size includes live numerical update an image
(Fig. 5).
PVkW = AreaRoo f · 0.09290304 · EfficiencyPV /100) (4)
NZSEDI provides a slider to allow selection of photovoltaic module type (Fig. 5). The options are standard,
premium, and thin film (NREL 2014b). The value
becomes part of the request parameters that NZSEDI
sends to NREL’s PVWatts web based application
service. Standard module types are glass, poly or
mono-crystalline silicon modules with efficiencies in the
range of 14-17% (Dobos 2014). Premium module types
are high-efficiency mono-crystalline silicon modules
and feature anti-reflective coatings with efficiencies in
the range of 18-20% (Dobos 2014). Thin film modules
have low efficiencies in a glass matrix with the lowest
temperature coefficient of all three types.
The system loss for both electricity generation and hot
water heating solar panels is provided by a parametric
slider in NZSEDI. System loss is defined in percentage
and while this value is not modeled in PVWatts it does
impact DC energy (Dobos 2014). The types of losses
that this represents can come from soiling, shading, snow,
wiring, connections, light induced-degradation, age,
rating, and operational availability (Dobos 2014). The
value for this parameter is sent by NZSEDI as part of a
web request to NREL’s PVWatts.
Array type is another variable for defining photovoltaic
systems in NZSEDI. Stakeholders can define the type as
fixed open rack, fixed roof mount, and single axis (Fig.
5)(Table 4). NZSEDI can be easily upgraded to allow for
backtracked single axis, and two axis. Array type value
forms part of the PVWatts web request from NZSEDI for
system performance simulation. Stakeholders will need
to set the PV system tilt to site latitude for PVWatts from
NZSEDI (Fig. 5)(Dobos 2014). This usually ensures that
the system is defined as it will be installed for the best
performance. NZSEDI uses this value as part of the web
request data to NREL PVWatts.
The azimuth or orientation for the solar panel can be set
within NZSEDI (Fig. 5). Azimuth is typically set to 180◦
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Figure 7: NZSEDI Utility Rates Relative Marker
Table 4: NZSEDI Installed PV System Cost Assumptions
per kW
System
Cost (USD)
Residential & Small Commercial $4,690
Large Commercial
$3,890
Utility Scale
$3,000
for the northern hemisphere and 0◦ for the southern hemisphere (Dobos 2014).
STkW = ST AreaRoo f · 0.09290304 · EfficiencyST /100)
(5)
Utilities
NZSEDI communicates with NREL utility rate data service. It sends a code statement through a request web address. NZSEDI receives a formatted text response that
must be parsed to gather the commercial utility and residential utility rates. The information is used in two places
in NZSEDI. The first use is a display of the rates for the
stakeholder as a simple numerical and text relative marker
(Fig. 7). The second use is in the calculation engine for
the monthly utility project bill. The interaction of stakeholder selection of state at the initial stages of the work
sets up display and calculation of utility rate as a part of
the NZSEDI project page.
Cost
The installed PV cost is not an exact process as may depend on the local market place conditions. The factors
that can influence the cost of solar panels can be location,
electricity cost per month, desired reduction in power bill,
system size, annual power generation in kW /hr, carbon
dioxide emission reduction, operation and maintenance
cost and panel tilt, efficiencies, and output. NZSED uses
the following assumptions for residential and small commercial, large commercial and utility-scale systems cost
(Table 4). NZSEDI automatically selects the appropriate
cost based on the Stakeholders input for the photovoltaic
and solar thermal system size. The installed price for solar panels is calculated internally by NZSEDI based on
size of the system and cost assumption per kW before any
incentives.
Incentives
State and Federal incentives can reduce solar panel installation costs typically with smaller 25 kW residential

Figure 8: NZSEDI Installed Cost Relative Marker
and 200 kW for large commercial stakeholders. There
can be separate incentive programs, specifically for photovoltaic electricity generation and for solar hot-water heating. NZSEDI communicates with NREL Energy Incentives service by sending a web request URL. The service
returns a text file that NZSEDI parses for incentive resource, address, city, zip code, incentive types and utility data. The result is shown in the middle partition of
NZSEDI in sequential order (Fig. 5). Each incentive type
is counted and displayed on the far-right partition of the
stakeholders browser (Fig. 5).
Payback
The payback calculation engine for NZSEDI takes live input from the Stakeholder for the actual month by month
consumption in kWh for a retrofit project (Fig. 9). The
calculation engine provides a value for expected monthly
bill based on utility rate per kWh (Eq. 6). The amount that
the solar panels save the stakeholder is calculated from
values for PV DC output and kWh use (Eq. 7). The calculation makes sense when the saving is equal to or more
than the monthly kWh use. This is one method to achieve
a net zero site energy project. NZSEDI computes the annual savings from the monthly savings. Internally, variables are set for the initial savings so that it can calculate
subsequent yearly savings and cumulative savings (Eq: 8).
This saving must be greater than the first installation cost
minus incentives (Eq. 9). The author assumes an inflation
rate of 4%. When the cumulative saving period is less
than 25 years, then the project return on investment will
work. NZSEDI displays a message for a condition where
there is a payback and for when there is not.

Figure 9: NZSEDI Simple Payback Calculation Report
Monthly Bill = Monthly kWh Use · Utility Rate

(6)

Monthly Savings = Bill · PV Output DC/kWh Use (7)
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IS = PV Savingsannual · IR + PV Savingsannual

(8)

Initial PV Cost = PV install cost + ST install cost (9)

DISCUSSION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Presentation
How can design parameters for a photovoltaic system design be combined with an interactive process? The author has proposed an experimental web-based platform
that can couple simulation and results in a rapid time duration. The tool provides the building of sequential consideration for making a decision and understanding its impact. NZSEDI can provide a graphic picture of the story
of the design of the photovoltaic system, and its impact
to the net zero energy site project that invites exploration
from active input built into the interface. There is a challenge proposed here about how best to present data with
live input and parametric control. It is a different approach
for solar panel system design. The research output from
the NZSEDI presents a notion big-picture graphic content,
simulation data and interactive control can motivate and
spur development for complex data and design systems in
a simple visual work (Fig. 5).
Simulational Experience
The leveraging of interactive display and simulation can
deliver a non-linear process for live discussion of the photovoltaic system design and its variables. Hogarth et al
discusses the importance of information and story that
align with the expectations of their audience (Hogarth and
Soyer 2015). They use a metaphor to improve the understanding of their stakeholder condition (Hogarth and
Soyer 2015). The use of relative markers in NZSEDI
acts as metaphors for the design of photovoltaic systems.
The use of metrics for carbon dioxide removed, car miles
driven, and trees planted serve as tools that transmit and
build quick relational experience from a given set of parametric controls. NZSEDI provides a presentation of information that can influence and aid stakeholders in the
decision-making process. Hogarth et al use techniques
that provide experience through simulation to build their
stakeholder’s understanding of the impact of their decisions (Hogarth and Soyer 2015). The use of simulation,
interactive input and parametric slider controls provides
rapid feedback where the stakeholder can draw their conclusion rather than an instruction on what they should do.
Experience through simulation is based on accessible input, quick response and interactivity through variable control. Uncertainty of decisions can be minimized through
simulation where there is a process of quickly taking action and understanding the consequence of them through
rapid presentation of results. NZSEDI relies on the use of
information graphics and fast simulation to allow stakeholders to interpret their own outcomes without any other
underlying message.

CONCLUSION
NZSEDI is a research work that seeks to advance and
challenge the integration of simulation data and rapid
feedback with interactive input and parametric control.
The use of a web platform allows for easy access from
any browser from any computer system or mobile device.
Stakeholders can view simulation data and build their own
experience of decisions. They can take action quickly on
the opportunity for their project to become net zero site
energy through the use of photovoltaic panels. NZSEDI
can send, receive, and aggregate data for the design of
solar panel systems. It provides a simple and interactive
all-at-once streams. This is coupled with simulation, results and empowerment to experiment and test the design
systems. Researchers and practitioners will have a different view of the types of systems available for photovoltaic
system design in the consideration of the complete design
process rather than a formulation of a strategy from disconnected and discrete steps. The next step for NZSEDI
is to make it more accessible stakeholders who can provide data for improvement, understand how they will use
it and stringent validation of interface and output results.
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